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GROUND TURAH AND VLF SURVEYS 

BECKINGTON LAKE AREA, ONTARIO

INTRODUCTION

During the period March 29 to April 2, 1985, John Ward, P.Enrj., Consulting 
Geophysicist, carried out Turam and VLF electromagnetic surveys over eight 
claims owned by UMEX Inc of Toronto, situated in the Savant Lake area of 
Northwestern Ontario. These surveys were carried out over previously cut 
grids as part of an on-going programme designed to evaluate the base and 
precious metal potential of the property. The Turam survey was undertaken 
to follow-up encouraging lithogeochemical results in the vicinity of a gra 
nite stock, and the VLF survey was carried out in an attempt to delineate a 
possible gold bearing structure cutting across the regional stratigraphy.

PROPERTY

The eight claims covered by the present survey are part of a much larger 
group of 117 contiguous mining claims located along the northern extension 
or the Sturgeon Lake volcanic belt. The following claims, all owned by UMEX 
Inc, are the actual claims covered by the present survey:

Turan^Survey

Claim Recording Date Claim Map,

Pa 486269 11/04/80 Beckington Lake - G. 2532 
486272 . " Boucher Township - M.1S64 
486274 " " " " 
486279

Claim Recording Date Claim Map

Pa 486135 11/04/80 Beckington Lake - G. 2532 
486136
486254 " " " "
486255

LOCATION AND ACCESS

The claims lie on topographic map sheet NTS 52J/2, approximately 3 km east
of the village of Savant Lake, in the district of Thunder Bay, Ontario. The eight
claims surveyed straddle the boundary between Boucher Township, claim map
M. 1664, and Beckington Lake, claim map G. 2532. ;

G-J t M
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LOCATION AND ACCESS (coni 1 d.)

Access is via Ontario Highway 599 from Ignace on Trans Canada Highway 17. 
Most parts of the claims are accessible by a combination of logging roads 
and trails.

PREVIOUS WORK

Exploration methods comprising geological mapping, ground geophysical surveys 
{EM, mag) and lithogeochemical surveys were employed during 1980, 1981 and 
1982 to define potential base metal target areas. The targets that were 
defined in the 1980-1982 surveys were tested by five diamond drill holes 
totalling 576.0 m in the autumn of 1980 and by four diamond drill holes 
totalling 666.5 m during the winter of 1982-1983.

In late 1983, a program of re-analyses of the surface rock samples collected 
in 1982 for indicator elements of gold mineralization was undertaken. Some 
encouraging trends were provided, and in 1984 additional geological and 
lithogeochemical surveys were carried out to better assess the property's 
gold potential. This work was further supplemented by a detailed induced 
polarization survey conducted on a small portion of the interesting strati 
graphy in October 1984. This led to the drilling of three holes totalling 
742.0 m in late 1984.

GENERAL GEOLOGY

The claims straddle the north-eastern limb of the Sturgeon Lake-Savant Lake 
greenstone belt, within the Wabigoon sub-province of the Superior Province 
of ths Canadian Shield. The claims are-underlain by three major assemblages 
of mafic-felsic-mafic volcanics. The stratigraphy forms a monoclinal eastward 
dipping sequence.

The lowest (most westerly) formation is made up of massive, porphyrytic and 
amygdaloidal mafic flows. The upper formation comprises intermediate to 
felsic flows, hypabyssal intrusive phases, and fragmentals.

Faulting is common but there is little evidence of folding. Metamorphism is 
of amphibolite grade to the north and greenschist grade to the south,

PROPERTY GEOLOGY

The property rocks represent a multi-source, distal volcanic setting. Indi 
vidual units are not very continuous along strike. A rough division can be 
made into a lower porphyritic flow and tuff sequence, and an overlying series 
of epiclastic breccias, lapilli tuffs and interbedded fine felsic tuffs. 
The breccia and lapilli units pinch out in the extreme north of the property, 
i.e. in the vicinity of the surveyed claims.
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PROPERTY GEOLOGY (cont'd.)

An iron formation composed of amphibole and garnet can be traced in outcrop 
near the top of the felsic sequence across claim Pa 486272, This formation is 
traceable to the southern part of the claim block, where garnet rich horizons 
within the iron formation are frequently enriched in sulphides.

The east edge of the Chivelston Lake granitic stock intrudes into the west 
side of claim Pa 486274. Lithogeochemical work has outlined an extensive 
alteration zone within the felsic volcanics immediately above the stock. 
This alteration zone is characterized by strong NapO depletion and enrichment 
in alumina. The alteration zone ends abruptly to the east against an inter 
preted exhalite horizon, bearing the imprints of an environment of massive 
sulphide mineralization. A "feeder system" is thus suggested in the footwall 
of the exhalite horizon, and it is this encouraging picture that prompted the 
Turam survey.

To the south of this, across claims Pa 486136, 486135, 486255 and 486254, 
a series of gold values from the lithogeochemical surveys were found to form 
a linear trend that is markedly discordant with the stratigraphy. This trend, 
located just south of the CN Railway, appears to parallel a zone of possible 
shearing. To attempt to delineate such a zone, VLF was run along lines 
perpendicular to those of the grid (i.e., at 900 to the suggested structural 
break.)

GEOPHYSICAL SURVEY (Inductive Resistivity)

The electromagnetic horizontal field strength produced by an ungrounded 
500 metre square transmitting loop was measured at 25 metre intervals and 
line spacings of 125 metres by an Androtex HL4D multifrequency receiver 
programmed for frequency scanning synchronously with a 500 watt Androtex 
RTX50P current regulated transmitter. A single receiver coil was leveled to 
an accuracy of approximately l part in 1200, i.e. t . 05 degrees and oriented 
by compass either along the survey line or at 45 degrees to the survey lines 
depending on optimum loop position-geological strike geometry.

The horizontal magnetic field strengths at each station were normalized to 
the horizontal field strength in the receiver direction for conductive semi- 
space, computed by D. Boerner at the U. of T. geophysical lab, and converted by 
John Ward to apparent semi-space conductivity in micromhos per metre. (The 
Androtex receiver sensitivity is of the order of 0.1 micromhos/m. apparent 
conductivity on the l millivolt scale for loop-receiver separations of 1,000 
metres). The apparent conductivities were multi-frequency profiled at a 
scale of 1:5000. Also presented is a 1:5000 scale plan of apparent conduc 
tivity in micromhos/m. for 225 Hz.

The survey was complicated by a railway track and two power lines on the 
property.

The 25 Hz and 75 Hz signals capability of the Androtex equipment were unusable. 
The 225 Hz signal was usable with difficulty as it required phase-lock-loop 
rejection of noise two to three times the signal strength.
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The transmitting loop v/ire used was 20 KV rated PVC jacket copper wire which 
afforded virtually no capacitive current leakage at the -15 degrees centigrade 
temperatures during the beginning of the survey. However, as the temperature 
rose and the snow became moist in the latter stages of the survey, it became 
necessary to raise the loop wire clear of the ground. Raising the wire 2 
metres produced a reduction in apparent conductivity of approximately 202, 
as reflected by steps in relative values on survey line segments read at 
different stages of the survey. Station to station elevation changes were 
estimated and recorded in metres to permit corrections related to vertical 
field coupling.

The survey commenced on March 29, 1985 and was completed April 2, 1985. 

GEOPHYSICAL SURVEY (VLF EM)

7.75 kilometres of Geonics EM-16 VLF survey were read using the Cutler NAA 
station. Readings were at 25 metre intervals on north-south cross-lines 
spaced at 125 metre intervals. The survey direction was chosen to test an 
east-west trending series of geochemical highs.
THEORY

For a 500 metre by 500 metre single turn ungrounded transmitting loop resting 
on a resistive semi-space (conductivity of .003 mhos per metre or less), the 
radial horizontal magnetic field strength for frequencies of .25 Hz to 2025 Hz 
is approximately proportional to fg where f is frequency, 6" i s conductivity

R
and R is distance from the centre of the transmitting loop, provided R is 
less than 3000 metres and greater than the width of the loop. This simple 
relationship permits normalization of the horizontal radial magnetic field 
strength when multiplied by j*, affording an apparent conductivity value for

the semi-space. To improve normalization by allowing for near loop geometry 
and non-radial directions of readings, John Ward retained 0. Boerner of the 
U. of T. Geophysical Laboratory to compute normalizing multi-frequency x 
conductivity horizontal magnetic field strengths over a semi-space in the 
reading directions for each station of the survey. Division of the field 
strength readings by the computed field strength, the loop current and the 
frequency afforded an apparent conductivity value fo'r each frequency read at 
each station.

Plots by D. Boerner (see appendix) of eddy currents generated in a resistive 
semi-space (.003 mhos/metre or less) indicate that detectable eddy currents 
are generated by a 500 metre square ungrounded surface loop to depths as 
great as 700 metres. Therefore it is expected that inhomogeneities within 
a few hundred metres of the surface will be evidenced by the plot or profiling 
of f.pparent semi-space conductivity values.

Experience by John Ward with horizontal radial magnetic field strength 
mapping of 255 carbonatization (.001 mhos per rn) in mafic volcanics('.0003 
mhos per metre) at Nuinsco's Cameron Lake deposit in April 1984, and at Lac's 
main shaft area Hem!o ore zone at a depth below surface of 150 metres in 
September, 1984 has supported the above expectation.
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GEOPHYSICAL INTERPRETATION 

VIF SURVEY

The VLF survey proviles indicate a NE striking structure passing centrally 
through claims Pa 486131, 486235 and 486225. The quadrature response 
indicates that the structure carries little or no sulphides. An east-west 
striking structural conductor lies immediately north of claim Pa 486136 and 
is also not expected to be sulphide mineralized. The very strong anomalies 
at the extreme east of the VLF survey test coincide with the Great Lakes Paper 
power line.

INDUCTIVE RESISTIVITY SURVEY

The strongest feature is due to the power lines following the north side of 
the CNR railway tracks. The second strongest feature is the garnet amphi 
bolite iron formation affording a 400 micromho per metre (2,500 ohm metre 
apparent resistivity) anomaly due to minor sulphides.

This iron formation has been mapped as carrying considerably more sulphides 
in the southern end of the property and affords inductive resistivity 
responses of over 4000 micromhos per metre.

The anomaly at the west end of line 17^0N traverse lies in the area of 
intermediate volcanics (4-*75W) and a magnetic high (5+50W). The presence of 
magnetic sulphides is a possibility.

The anomaly at 6*OOW line 13*75N has multifrequency characteristics of a 
sulphide conductor. Proximity to the granite stock 200 metres to the west 
and the east-westerly trend of the interpreted anomaly suggest the possible 
presence of sulphides in a fracture radiating from the stock.

The 50 to 80 micromhos per metre anomaly striking N700W through claim Pa 
486279 coincides with a beaver pond and creek overburden area. The non 
varience of response with increasing frequency suggests that the underlying 
bedrock conductivity is .less than that of the overburden.

The anomalies at 600W line 2675N and at 1+50W line 1875N exhibit large 
increases in apparent conductivity with increasing frequency and are obviously 
due to conductive overburden.
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CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

The VLF survey indicates that a N700W fault structure strikes through the 
survey area testing a string of geochemical highs. The inductive apparent 
conductivity contours verified the presence of an amphibolite garnet iron 
formation carrying minor sulphides. Multifrequency apparent conductivity 
readings permitted discrimination of relative values conductance of near 
surface and buried layers. Two anomalies interpreted to have related 
sulphide potential were noted:

1. A potential sulphide occurrence at 6400W line 13*75N which has nearby 
anomalous gold and copper geochemical responses and which may lie in a 
fracture radiating from the granite stock 200 metres to the west.

2. A potential magnetic sulphide occurence with no nearby precious or base 
metal geochemical responses but which coincides with a magnetic survey 
high and lies in proximity to intermediate volcanics.

It is recommended that the potential sulphide occurrence at 6+OOW line 
13+75 north be tested by diamond drilling for both base and precious metals.

David Unger
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RTX/HL-3D

EXTRA LOW FREQUENCY AUTOAAATIC SCANNING TURAAA

Elfast is a fixed source electromagnetic method 
based on the Turam principle. Using a large surface 
transmitting loop and two receive coils the grad 
ients of amplitude and phase as well as the absolute 
strength of the electromagnetic field in each 
receive coil are measured.

Besides having the advantages of the standard 
Turam systems, such as high resolution, large 
exploration depth and immunity from topographic 
effects, Elfast delivers true wide band infcrmation, 
using fiv. frequencies which cover two decades of 
response. Crystal controlled frequencies and 
automatic comr 3nsation (no manual nulling) 
further maximize the signal to noise ratio and 
thus the exploration depth.

Data can be used to make quantitative interpret 
ations of the location, conductance, depth and dip 
of the conductors.

Elfast incorporates an automatic scanning system. 
Continuous square wave fields of five frequencies 
can be transmitted and cycled in a pattern with 
which the receiver can be synchronised. The 
pattern can be programmed according to the 
requirements of the survey. This system moreover 
eliminates the need for radio, voice or other tenuous 
links of communication with the transmitter.

The powerful transmitter and sensitive receiver 
allow coverage of a large surveying area from a 
single transmitting loop. The receiver's short 
setting time, with all measurements done automat 
ically, makes for fast and easy field operation.

* * l

FIELD OPERATION

The Elfast RTX/HL-3D system includes two bat 
tery sets for receiver with battery charger and 
two portable reeb with 5000 m of No. 18 gauge 
insulated copper wire for transmitting loops.



EM RECEIVER H L-3D

The HL-3D receiver incorporates a phase lock sys 
tem as well as additional filters to reject signals 
from power lines and eliminate any noise sources 
except signals at precisely the set frequencies. It 
can be used even at the lowest frequency in high 
noise environments at low signal levels. All para 
meters, i.e., the field amplitudes at each coil, the 
phase difference between both components, their 
amplitude, ratio or reverse ratio are measured 
automatically. Values are displayed on a large .56" 
high 3-1/2 digit display.

The high temperature stability of the HL-3D re 
ceiver eliminates the need for zero adjustments 
during the survey. Any length of cabie up to 150 m 
between receiver and signal coil -V2 can be used 
without any correction of the measured reading.

For easy multifrequency operation audio com 
munication between receiver operators is provided.

FEATURES SPECIFICATIONS

Phase-lock System
Extremely high sensitivity and
selectivity
Easy operation in high environmental
noise and low signal levels at the full
range of operating frequencies
Temperature stability over wide
operating range
High resolution and accuracy
Fully automatic compensation and
display
Length of interconnecting cable does
not affect readings
Audio communication between
operators
Low power consumption

Operating Frequencies 
Operating Signal Amplitude 
Amplitude Accuracy 
Amplitude Ratio Range 
Ratio Accuracy 
Phase Range 
Phase Accuracy 
Setting Time 
Automatic Readout 
Operating Temperature Range 
Supply

Dimensions 
Weight
Digital Output 
Coil Console

  diameter
  length

25,75,225,6/5,2025 Hz
20pV to 2V
i.1%
.5 to 2. 0
  .5%
-30*to*30*
A.25%
3 sec.
.56" high 3-1/2 digit LED
-40*Cto*60*C
2 rechargeable batteries

125 x 225 x 375 mm
4.6kg
optional

114 mm 
520 mm



EM TRANSMITTER RTX-3D

The RTX-3D transmitter delivers up to 500 VA of 
power which allows surveys using loops up to 5x5 
km. A floating output, a front panel isolated from 
high voltages and built-in protection circuits, make 
the RTX-3D transmitter safe and reliable.

Voltage and frequency of the generator output 
can be measured at the transmitter. This feature 
allows measurement and adjustment of the motor's 
speed in the field without any additional equip 
ment. The resistance of the loop can be measured 
using the built-in ohm meter, to set the transmitted 
output current at its optimum value. Using auto 
sweep mode, muitifrequency operation does not 
require an operator at the transmitter.

All parameters, including output voltage and out 
put current are shown on a .56" high 3-1/2 digit 
display.

RTX-3D transmitter can also be used for grounded 
cable surveys.

FEATURES SPECIFICATIONS

Selectable output frequencies,
manual or automatic
Programmable frequency cycling
pattern
Adjustable cycle time
High output power
Stabilized output voltage
Fully protected for maximum safety
and reliability
Floating output terminals
Digital readout   frequency and
voltage of power generator, output
voltage and current, loop resistance
(load)
Crystal controlled output frequencies
for high stability
Dual emergency stop

Output Power - max.
Output voltage
Output Current - r.iax.
Output Waveform
Frequencies
Frequency stability in full
temperature range
Cycle Time
Operating Temperature Range
Display - LED 3-1/2 digits
Overload Protection
Underload Protection
Thermal Protection
Input Voltage Limits

Dimensions 
Weight

500 VA
50-280 V
5A
Square Wave
25,75,225,675,2025 Hz

i.005% {-H 25*C ref) 
30,40.50,60,90 sec.
-40*Cto*70*C 
.56" high 
550 VA max. 
.3A
*70*C±5*C
100V min.
120V Max.
360 x 220 x 220 mm
7.5kg



OPERATOR 550
The motor generator is mounied on a steel frame 
with a carrying support for comfortable transport 
ation in the field by one person. A high quality 
self excited aircraft generator provides stabilized 
110V and can deliver 550 VA of output power.

A large gas tank for a full day's operation can be 
provided.

SPECIFICATIONS

Motor

Alternator Voltage
Frequency
Phase
Dimensions
Weight

Briggs and Stratton 4 Stroke
3 HP SAE
110V stabilized within ^
400 Hz nominal
Single
585 x 315 x 380 mm
29.5 kg

WIDE-BAND FREQUENCY DOMAIN SYSTEM

LOOP

2SH2

ELFAST SURVEY 

SASKATCHEWAN

SURFACE

J[EET_1000 

"METERS 300
. 

GRAPHITE ft SULPHIDES

TURAM METHOD - LAYOUT

jooom

RTX - 3D TRANSMITTER

\
r 
\
V 
\
\

TRANSMITTING LOOP

TYPICAL ELFAST SURVEY CONFIGURATION

REPRESENTED BY:

GEOPHYSICAL INSTRUMENTS
6815 RGXWOOR NIX UNIT No. 1 
MISSISSAUGA, ONTARIO L4V 1M2 CANADA

Telex: 06 983639 Phone: (416) 077-7919
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Ontario

Ministry of Natural Resources

GEOPHYSICAL - GEOLOGICAL - GEOCHEMICAL 
TECHNICAL DATA STATEMENT

File.

TO BE ATTACHED AS AN APPENDIX TO TECHNICAL REPORT
FACTS SHOWN HERE NEED NOT BE REPEATED IN REPORT 

TECHNICAL REPORT MUST CONTAIN INTERPRETATION, CONCLUSIONS ETC.

M
Type of Survcy(s) 
Township or Area 
Claim Holdcr(s) U M f

^ f H C

Av.0

ST XV'"

Survey
Author of Report D/W' ^ ci A/ 6-g.t.

Address of Author

Covering Dates of Survry

Total Miles of Line Cut /V6v *-̂

^. Z X ? 5 j
(lintoilllnj to office)

SPECIAL PROVISIONS 
CREDITS REQUESTED

ENTER 40 days (includes 
lifte cutting) for first 
survey.
ENTER 20 days for each 
additional survey using 
same grid.

DAYS
  i . i pereUim.Geophysical
—Electromagnetic—.!^—^—
—Magnetometer——————
—Radiometric———————
—Other———————————
Geological.
Geochemical.

AIRBORNE CREDITS (Special provhlon ciediti de not apply to airborne survey*)

Magnetometer. .Electromagnetic . Radiometric
(enter dayi per claim)

DATR-
7 v Author of Report or

Res. Geol.. Qiialifirationit /OO . l HS -

Previous Surveys 
File No. Type Date Claim Holder

MINING CLAIMS TRAVERSED 
List numerically

(prefix) (number)

•Is ii-/l
St ivy

TOTAL CLAIMS.

 37 (5/79)



GEOPHYSICAL TECHNICAL DATA
, j.- ~i . - ,

; .; GROUND SURVEYS — If more than one survey, specify data for each type of survey
''-S'-' "' •••-- ' " ' ' . - ' - . . - -- . - '

Number of Stations —
Station interval.

nbcr of Readings 
.Line spacing———l 2. ST r\ g T fL.^.S

Profile scale V L /O /o g;' 0 c ^-r c ^-'

Contour interval. X.O6

J; 'Z

Instrument ^
,t :

Accuracy — Scale constant.-;'v -'-.'-.i ,- -' •••- -- " 'v,".v'.-' "iA 
"t. Diurnarcorrection'mcthod.

, :'.^'S ^ Base. Station check-in,interval[(hours).
'' ' y ' ; Base Station location and value ————

• :\V

- , ,, ; v
T '1 t fc/^i s ̂  fg ^,t lS f v l c HC4 P ftiStiJ

Coil configuration
• '

PiK-f-O 5"oo /vx/ 1

Coil separation - —— L——
•- ' - '*-t.''J '^-----:'*'-'' ; i;'M.##H.'',---*.:, 

.;s. A — ^.t^A^ .*i ' '**. *'** -* •*- rv^.^"*)'-^i-^. . , -• v *-Accuracy}' ' -"^M*-'^-'-*- - ;—^—————;————— 

^^Mcthod: i3^i'f;i -^^^^^Fixcd transmitter ';V' i. .
VFrrm^nrv' ^ ^'VC/eA^i^"^^ F A/A ft

O Shoot back D In line D Parallel line

•/•••••" : "fi'i .'Parameters
(ip*dfyV.L.F.iution) 

9

llffl: ̂ ISiiii^
PXAif ftAOi /VL

. 
...Scale constant.

Corrections made,* '' v•'••'' ?"

' Base station value and location'

.••i1' fei Elevation accuracy
;Hv*-vj - -. -. . . - , . -,. -.-''

J"'f;'Instrument -
•; ,/ ' i", __ - - i- -f- , v : :I.-, \ T

4;. ; Method D Time Domain "^;. V J.,.'i ' ..' '-"•- "^ ••,.'--^' i; -:...'- ;'?' 
5 : ;,i Parameters — On time —————————

,;vf^-'rT' "X*'.",—, Delay time—-————-
** ** -7 " , *'"-- :, : - _' l M t Jt/m* t!r^n f imM ^

D Frequency Domain 
_ Frequency ____
_ Range ^——————,

-r~-"-: -— Integration time
'' "''; ' -' '-. , 'i- - ^'S!i^''^-
Power—————————:———i

l Electrode array.
Vv" Electrode spacing li

^—" Type of elcctrodel;;
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' Natural 
Resources

Report of Work 
(Geophysical. Geological, 
Geochemical and Expenditures)

n
Instructions: - Please type or pi int.

  K number of mining claims traversed 
exceeds space on this form, attach a list. 

Note:   Only days credits calculated in the 
"Expenditures" section may be entered 
in the "Expend. Days Cr," columns.

  Do not use shaded ar

T)ipec"tbr'i" Licence fao. ' 

-JLriLl——:——

___L(±Ll_I[ S ft
ur vey~6o liip'iny

*rj MILLS , L tsrfitio M}ft^ 2*3
T Date of SiirveV7from 'fi.

.-.-JL^^
Ntmo and Addiess of Author (of Geo-Technir.al report)

f-3 TCI-/.V wttfi y UALtMgCf Oft lug" . u

Total Milvs of lint Cut

/(.(/C
its Rc'iuestod per Each Claim in Columns at tight

Special Provisions
p

For first survey:

•'r E nter 40 days, (This 
;; includes line cutting)

V. Foi each additional survey: 
. using the- same grid:

j* ; . Enter 20 days (for each)

i-'
Man Days•f
V:

; Complete reverse side 
, and enter tot alls) here

i-, 
f-
y

l '
i 
i

Airborne Oedits
lv'

:V Note: Special provisions 
' credits do not apply 
^ to Airborne Surveys.

Geophysical 

* Electromagnetic 

- Magnciometer

- Other 

Geological

Geochemical

Gcophyiical

M-Uno.omoter

- Other

Geological

Gaochxmical

Magnetometer

Radiometric

Days per 
Claim

2o

—— - --....

Da vi per 
Claim

•-- ~----

Dhvs per 
Claim

Expenditures (excludes power stripping)

Mining Claims Traversed (List in numerical sequence)
Mining Claim . Exoend. Mn

ype of Work PoMormed

erformed on Clairnli)

iiculatlon of Expenditure Days Credits 

y Total Expenditures
Total 

Day* Credits

s-
nttructioni
;* Total Days Crvditi may bo apportioned at the claim holdur'i 
I'cholce, Entar number of days credits per claim (elected 

In columns at right.

Prolix

P/)
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L/Ui/x. '^'/Kv;,^
Certification Verifying Report of Work
\ l hereby certify that l have a personal and intim.itc knowledge of the facts set forth in the Report of Work annexed IUMOIO, having performed the work 
'l,' o r witnessed same during and/or alter its completion and the annexed report is true.

Jama and Postal Address of P*rson Certifyingrt.is , C(*T,\K.\C
Date Ceitifivd Certifi ur*V
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Comment! .
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1]To: M ining' Lands Section, Room 6462, Whitney Block. (Tel: 5-1380)
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REGISTERED .

May.23, 1985 Report of Work 85-76

Unex Inc
1935 Leslie Street 
Don.Hills* Ontario 
H3B 2M3

Dear Sirsi

RE: Mining Claims PA 486135, et al. 
' 1n the Area of Beckington Lake

I have not received the reports and maps (In duplicate)
for the Electromagnetic Survey on the above-Rent1on*d claims..'•A:.;;'.'vi.;,'. .••; - ,-':;" -
As the assessnent "Report of Work" was recorded by
the Mining Recorder on April 3, 1985, the 60 day period allowed
by Section 77 of the Mining Act for the submission
of the technical reports and maps to this office
will'expire on June 3, 1985.

If th'e material 1s not subnltted to this office by June 3, 1985, 
I will have no alternative but to Instruct the Mining 
Recorder to delete the work credits f rota the claim 
record sheets.

For further Information, please contact Mr, Arthur Barr 
at (416)965-4888.

Yours sincerely,

Ima#*/-'ft--

S.E. Yundt
Director
Land Management Branch
Whitney Block, Room 6643 
Queen's;Park 
Toronto,'Ontario 
M7A 1W3^ ' . 
Phonei(416)965-4888

A. BarrJBC

, /y ccj John Ward
ji;, v-^ -: ^ .9 WUlaaere Drive 

,^^W^X'^Vs^':: ' Scarborough, OntarioS|ite'®viv -: MiM ,iH6 : v
'^n'^^^V^/^ ,-"' ;(t'*r''--'"

ccl Mining Recorder
Sioux Lookout, Ontario



AJMEX INC.
1935 Leslie Street, Don Mills. (Toronto) Cinad* M38 2M3 
Cable Addres* UMEXCORP TORONTO 
Telephone (416) 445-863? Telex 06-966679

May 31, 1985 

G.5173

Mining Lands Management
Ontario Ministry of Natural Resources
Queen's Park
Toronto, Ontario
M7A 1Z1

Gentlemen,

Please find enclosed report for geophysical survey recorded April 3, 
1985 re: UMEX claims, Boucher Twp. and Beckington Lake area.

The results of the inductive resistivity survey 225 Hz are included 
for meeting minimum requirements. The 625 Hz and 2025 Hz results are 
still in process of being plotted and will be brought in early next 
week to form the balance of this report (20 days for claims 486297, 
486274, 486269 and 486270 are being claimed for the 225 Hz apparent 
conductivity map contoured.) No extra days are being claimed for the 
625 Hz and 2025 Hz results to be soon submitted to complete the total 
data for this report.

Yours truly,

RECEIVED

fcttir 'i i 1985

MINING LANDS SECTION

David Unger



INC
1935 UHH Sir**. Don Mills. (Toronto) Canada M3B 2M3 
Cabto Address UMEXCORP. TORONTO 
Telephone (416) 445-8832 Tetoi 08-9M679

July 9, 1985 

6. 5245

Ontario Ministry of Natural Resources 
Mining Lands Branch 
Whitney Block, Queen's Park 
Toronto, Ontario 
M7A 1X1

Attention: Mr. R. Pichette

Re: Submission of Electromagnetic Survey for Assessment Work on 
4 Claims in the Patricia Mining Division; Pa 486269 et al

Further experience with interpretation following the original submission 
May 30, 1985 of the Beck 2 Grid, Beckington Lake Map Area, Large Induc 
tive Loop Apparent Conductivity Survey, has evidenced the importance of 
low frequency to intermediate frequency ratios in distinguishing probable 
sulphide presence. Submitted herewith is a revised interpretation map 
for Fig. # 3 i ndicating possible presence of sulphides on the basis of 
Low/Intermediate frequency anomaly ratios.

Yours truly,

John T. Ward

JTW/ja 
End.

Kftt-'V"
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